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New Release for AmeriWeb is here!
We are extremely excited to announce a NEW RELEASE of AmeriWeb that now includes our new Map View. This new view gives you a graphical perspective of where on the globe your
shipments are located. We find the location through API queries providing us longitude and latitude of all vessels that you have cargo loaded on board. In addition we do the same geotracking of rail containers to provide you with “literally” the exact location of your rail car/container. Note that vessels are tracking in real time when you open the view as well rail cars are
tracked based on last rail car location available “at the time you open the view”.
In addition, we have added columns within our SKU and All Shipments Views so that when inside these views you can easily track the location of the specific shipment you are reviewing.
Once the Map Location link is clicked the screen will then display the MAP View for that specific shipment.

While in the Map View click on one of the Vessel or Rail Icons and get the details of the shipment. Need more, click the link to get to the SKU or All Shipments view to reach the granular
detail your used to seeing.
(Please note that if we are not handling your ocean freight or if you are not utilizing our data center the pop-up window will not show product level details.)

We hope that our customers find the new enhancements useful and welcome any and all comments as we continue to raise the bar on the service levels we provide.
Thank you for your loyalty and support!
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